Abstract. The increment of solar energy production requires an accurate estimation of surface solar irradiance. A forecast of surface solar irradiance allows estimate the energy production, i.e., to minimize the fluctuations in the electric grid supply.
Introduction
Global solar irradiance can be estimated in advance by a numerical weather forecast model, to be applied in the exploitation of solar energy systems. The use of this approach has been extensively tested [1] - [5] ; however, differences over a specific location usually arise in regions with changeable weather and typical partially cloudy days [1] , [4] .
In [6] , a high resolution implementation of WRF model [7] for Galicia, a changeable weather region, was done, in order to increase the spatial accuracy of the solar irradiance forecast. Also, an ensemble-in-time forecast was tested, with significant improvements using some both different WRF simulations and delayed outputs.
However, more complex and computational cost demanding approaches were also tested ( [8] , [9] ) in other regions, with different performance. Therefore, a balance between every ensemble complexity and its accuracy must be considered.
In the current work, forecast uncertainty associated to the location (model grid vs. measurements location) is also considered, producing new ensemble members. A statistical assessment [9] against solar radiation measurements over three different locations is performed and, also, compared to the previous ensemble-in-time results. 
Materials and methods
In this work a high resolution implementation of WRF model [6] for Galicia, a changeable weather region, was done, in order to increase the spatial accuracy of the solar irradiance forecast.
Surface solar irradiance hourly forecast for 72 hours was performed by WRF model, using its RRTM [10] and Dudhia [11] radiative transfer models in this testing region, and modeled downward short-wave radiation results were compared against measurements at three different locations. Considering the typical synoptic patterns around the region, this WRF configuration included three one-way nested domains with horizontal resolutions of 27, 9 and 3 km (Fig. 1a) , in order to obtain a high resolution forecast. A variable distribution of vertical levels up to 21 km, with more levels near the surface, was applied. Initial and boundary conditions were obtained from the Global Forecast System (NCEP-GFS) forecasts (1ºx1º and 3 hours time interval). Elevation and land cover data were provided by the digital terrain model from the United States Geological Survey [7] .
In spite of this high resolution forecast, during cloudy days some discrepancies between model results and measurements were expected; particularly, the uncertainty associated with solar irradiance forecasts at specific locations obtained directly from a grid model [3] . These differences are mainly because of the difficulty to forecast the clouds development and transport over a single location.
Therefore, as a solar irradiance forecast, an ensemble with four different members, including the direct output of WRF model and different linear combinations, were tested against measurements at three different locations (Fig. 1b) along one year. Ensemble members are computed to a grid cell 22 (Fig. 2) at H hour. Also, Fig. 2 shows the surrounding grid cells around it which are considered in the spatial members. First member, namely M0, properly includes the WRF hourly solar irradiance forecast over a central grid cell 22 (Fig. 2) , without any change (1) .
where ܴ ு ଶଶ is the WRF hourly solar irradiance forecast for the central grid cell.
Second member, namely M1, is a spatial linear combination of represented by the irradiances obtained by WRF model at hour H in the central grid cell 22 and the surrounding cells, as follows,
where ܽ , ܽ ଵ , ܽ ଶ and ܽ ଷ are the empirical adjusted parameters.
Third member of the ensemble, namely M2, is a time linear combination of different WRF outputs at (22) central grid cell, for one hour before (namely ‫ܪ(‬ − 1)), the corresponding hour ‫)ܪ(‬ and the next hour ‫ܪ(‬ + 1), according to the following expression,
where ܾ , ܾ ଵ , ܾ ଶ and ܾ ଷ are the empirical adjusted parameters.
The last member, namely M3, is a linear combination of the M1 and M2 members, following (4),
where , and are the empirical adjusted parameters.
A 72-hour operational forecast system, including a daily WRF model run, allows obtain these four members ensemble from just one WRF run per day. This is a significant computational time saving respect to typical ensemble approaches [8] , [9] ; and, every member can be validated against measurements in order to select the most accurate of them.
Results
Three different locations (Fig. 1b) at the NW of Galicia were selected for the forecasts testing: one in the Atlantic coast (CIS-Ferrol), 34 meters above sea level (asl-m), and the others placed inland, around 32 km (Santiago-EOAS, 255 asl-m) and 30 km (D1-A Mourela, 450 asl-m) far from the sea, respectively. CIS-Ferrol and Santiago-EOAS are weather stations classified as suburban and urban stations, respectively; whereas D1-A Mourela is a rural site. Measurements of global solar radiation were obtained from Class A pyranometers installed at every location.
The sunshine hours are even lower than the regional average (less than 2000 sunshine hours per year) in some of these stations, with values between 1600 and 1800 hours per year at the northern locations (CIS-Ferrol and D1-A Mourela) and around 2000 hours at EOAS-Santiago station [6] .
To assess the performance of the different solar irradiance forecasts, some statistics have been considered. The main score to compare forecast irradiance (R f ) and measured irradiance (R m ) was the root mean square error RMSE (eq. 4),
where N is the number of evaluated data pairs of hourly irradiance.
Furthermore, other two additional statistical measures were considered: the mean bias, MSE (eq. 5) to describe systematic deviation of the forecast, and the mean absolute gross error, MAGE (eq. 6), that considers a linear weighting of all deviations.
Relative values of these error measures (rRMSE, rMSE, rMAGE) are obtained by normalization to the mean ground measured irradiance of the testing period.
These statistical parameters for model evaluation were calculated using the dataset based on hourly global solar irradiance ground measurements from the aforementioned three weather stations. Experimental dataset used covers the period July 2010, 1 st -July 2011, 2 nd . To identify night periods (not included) WMO criteria are applied [13] , using a combination of sunrise and sunset times, and irradiance values below 120 W·m -2 . To calculate the empirical adjusted coefficients of the different ensemble members, following [14] two different datasets were considered, -February and August data, as extreme seasonal months [15] , to calculate the empirical adjusted coefficients.
-The rest of ten months (1-year period) were applied for forecast validation, in order to test the different ensemble members against measurements which are not used for their empirical adjustment.
Adjusted coefficients obtained are shown on Table I . for the members M1, M2, and M3 in each station. Notice that a 0 . b 0 and c 0 coefficients are finally set to zero. as a previous adjustment shows that their values are very low in comparison to their members results. Therefore, they are neglected.
Considering the adjusted coefficients obtained for M1 member (Table I ) the weights of the surrounding cells are higher than the weight of the station cell (Fig. 2) . About M2 member, similar weights are obtained for ‫,ܪ‬ ‫ܪ(‬ − 1), and ‫ܪ(‬ + 1) solar radiation direct forecasts: WRF model output tendency is quite accurate in time. About M3 member, both coefficients are equal. [6] a similar method was applied to improve direct model output over the same three stations considered in ths work, but their improvement of rRMSE was lower, with an average reduction of 12.5%. As an example, time series of the different D+2 forecast members and observations at EOAS-Santiago station along 20-23 September 2010 are shown in Fig. 3 . Better agreement is achieved during the first two forecast days, as both are clear sky days. However, clouds during 22-23 September reduce the forecasts performance: The significance of clouds modeling in numerical weather forecast is even higher than the radiative transfer modeling.
Conclusions
In this work an experimental validation of different solar radiation forecasts was done: A deterministic numerical weather forecast and an ensemble forecast with four members, including the direct output of the weather forecast. Weather forecast direct output was provided by WRF model, using its RRTM and Dudhia radiative transfer models. Ensemble forecast includes direct output M0 member, and three different linear combinations of Observations WRF outputs: M1 (spatial), M2 (time), and M3 (both spatial and time) members.
Different datasets were applied to M1, M2, and M3 empirical adjustment and the four members validation. Any combination members achieve better results than direct model output M0 member. Also, the best validation statistics were obtained using M2 member, which corresponds to time linear combination. Both spatial and time combination (M3) does not improve the solar radiation forecast.
Apart from the improvements obtained with the ensemble members, the availability of four different members allow estimate the forecast spread, in order to take into account the solar radiation forecast uncertainty in the exploitation of solar energy systems.
